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Online ordering:
an easy lever to pull
According to the National Restaurant Association, the number one
challenge for limited-service restaurants in 2015 is building and
maintaining sales volume.
As a restaurant owner or manager, you have a lot
of levers you can pull to help make this happen:
reinvigorating the menu, forging new partnerships,
investing in promotions and expanding your
But if your restaurant already makes a quality
product, provides a great experience and
maintains a steady (or growing) customer
following, your only barrier to more sales is your
exposure to more diners. In other words, your
restaurant needs a new sales channel to increase
sales volume.

That sales opportunity is online ordering,
and restaurant owners who haven’t yet taken
wait any longer.

Online ordering brings your
restaurant closer to hungry
diners who are ready to buy.
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Your customers are ordering food online – but is
it from you?
Millions of people turn to their smartphones
every day for instant gratiﬁcation: everything
from shopping online to making a reservation to
paying a bill has been made easier, thanks to the
little computer in our pockets.
When hungry diners order delivery or carry-out,
they are increasingly ordering online and from
their smartphones for the same reasons: simplicity,
speed and convenience. In fact, more than 50
percent of Grubhub and Seamless orders are
placed through mobile devices. Online ordering
allows your restaurant to go where the customers
are. If you’re not set up for online ordering, you
are invisible to a large (and growing!) pool of
hungry diners.

With online and mobile
ordering, diners have access
to more choices with greater
convenience than ever before.
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Restaurants (and customers)
win with online ordering
Online ordering lets everyone do what they do best.
For hungry customers, online ordering means less time hunting for the right restaurant and placing an
order (or sitting on hold!) and more time eating great food. For restaurants, it means more orders, less
time tied up on the phone and more time preparing food and serving customers.
Convenience for customers
Deciding what and where to eat is a
decision most of us make three times a
day (at least!). And while we all love to
eat, we also love it when we can place
an order quickly and easily – bonus
points if that means not having to wait
on hold or repeat credit card numbers.

Efficiency for restaurants
An in-depth analysis of Grubhub
data has shown that all restaurants
can derive a real benefit from online
ordering, regardless of size or geography.
Restaurants with online ordering see
more orders from more customers more
often. Online ordering works.

Online ordering allows customers to
quickly find the perfect restaurant,
easily place an order that will not be
misinterpreted, and save favorite orders
and payment information for quick
checkout in the future. With online
ordering, a restaurant can provide its
customers the convenience of an ondemand ordering experience and satisfy
their tastes almost immediately.

It works not only because restaurants
are being found by more customers
online, but also because front-of-house
staff aren’t always tied up on the phone.
Instead of fielding calls and taking
orders, employees can keep the front
and back of house stocked, interact with
guests and play their role in keeping the
restaurant running efficiently.

“

Grubhub keeps us alive during the winter and introduces us to a whole new
audience of people. As a food truck and catering company, we suffer more from
the seasons, and thanks to Grubhub we have been able to stay in business no
matter what the weather.”
Leah Wilcox
Owner, Babycakes Gourmet - Chicago IL
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The business case for online ordering
Online ordering can provide a leg up in the hypercompetitive restaurant business, driving measurable
results that include:
•

More orders

•
•

New customers

•

Delivery opportunities

Bring in more orders
Diners demand convenience, and they are using
technology to achieve near-instant gratiﬁcation.
Online ordering isn’t a nice-to-have anymore – it’s
becoming a customer expectation and a restaurant
industry standard.
If your restaurant isn’t capitalizing on this trend, it’s the
equivalent of shutting a door in their face.

1

Nearly 1 in 4 (24%) restaurant-goers

says the availability of technology options
factors into their decision to choose a
restaurant. 5% increase from 2014.

34%

of diners believe that
technology makes them
dine out or order takeout
or delivery often.

National Restaurant Association (NRA) 2015 Restaurant Industry Forecast
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Streamline restaurant operations
Online ordering systems reduce time spent processing orders so restaurant staff
are free to focus on fulfilling orders and delivering great service.

Orders received via
Grubhub online ordering:

Orders received
by phone call:

< 45 seconds

2 minutes

Online ordering also streamlines restaurant
operations by:
•

Expanding bandwidth to allow for more orders
(not constrained by phone lines!)

•

Freeing up front-of-house employees. Fewer
phone calls means more time to handle other
important duties.

•

Improving order accuracy by removing
language barriers, phone reception issues
and human error

•

Automating transactions by securely processing
customer payment information

“

70% percent of adult

diners agree that technology
speeds up service and
increases order accuracy.2

Grubhub is extremely convenient. … At the front of the house we aren’t tied up
on the phones and can focus on other things instead of taking orders. It really
makes our jobs a lot easier.”
Terri Schanen
General Manager, Bandung Indonesian Restaurant - Madison, WI

2

National Restaurant Association (NRA) 2015 Restaurant Industry Forecast
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Reach new customers

Expand Delivery Capabilities

Online ordering provides a platform through
which diners can discover a new favorite.

The ultimate convenience for the customer, food
delivery is a natural extension of online ordering.

The reach of an online ordering solution like
Grubhub introduces your restaurant to a steady
stream of hungry diners looking for their next
meal. Make their ﬁrst interaction with your
restaurant a great one.

to see more delivery orders through an online
ordering platform.

Features like instant receipts and estimated
delivery/pickup times can get the relationship

For those that don’t deliver, online ordering
provides an opportunity to get started by setting
(and testing) delivery boundaries. Features like
automatic delivery time quotes make the process
easy for restaurants thinking about getting into the
delivery game.

payment information promotes repeat business.
More than 90 percent of GrubHub diners have
discovered a new restaurant on Grubhub.

And restaurants that don’t want to hassle with
paying delivery salaries, insurance and tip-outs
can outsource delivery to Grubhub’s restaurant
delivery service.

80 percent of millennials say they are likely to
use the delivery option from a limited-service
restaurant. – National Restaurant Association
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How to get the most out of online ordering
Enabling online ordering might be the easiest lever for most restaurant
owners to pull to start seeing increased sales almost immediately.

Restaurants select how they want to recieve orders from Grubhub

Phone

Fax

Email

Tablet

Once you do, there are a few steps you can take to
get the most out of online ordering:
Test Coupons and Promotions
Introduce, test and optimize coupon and
promotional deals in just minutes. Whether the
deal is capitalizing on seasonal trends, new menu
items or a major sporting event, online ordering
allows you to test promotions to determine which
are most effective at getting new customers in
the door.

Enable Orders via Your Website
If you already have a website in place, Grubhub
offers an online ordering link you can use to
convert your own web traffic into orders. Grubhub
doesn’t charge a fee for sales made through that
link because it’s your own traffic. If you don’t have
a website in place, Grubhub can help you roll out
a simple, customized site.
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Train Your Team
You decide how you want to receive the orders
customers place via online ordering: options
include fax, email, phone and tablet (most
restaurants using Grubhub choose to take
orders via fax). Hold a brief training session with
managers and employees to ensure everyone
knows how to conﬁrm these orders so they can
spend more time on their other duties.

Increase Your Visibility
Grubhub Account Advisors are also your resource
for optimizing your restaurant’s position in search
results. They can tell you where your restaurant is
currently placed on Grubhub, and they can show
you where you should be to get the most orders.

Dig into the Data
Through dedicated, secure accounts, restaurant
owners can access sales data to review their
progress and identify new opportunities. Monthover-month and year-over-year order volume can
help owners and managers see trends over time.
Account Advisors are available to review your
account and provide recommendations.

on many factors unique to your restaurant,
such as cook time, number of delivery drivers,
customer expectations and food perishability.
Online ordering allows you to easily adjust your
restaurant’s delivery boundaries – a particularly
useful feature for restaurants trying out delivery for
the ﬁrst time.

Optimize Delivery Boundaries
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Get started with
online ordering
Grubhub puts your restaurant online, where
hungry customers can find it.
We make it easy to accept orders from online and mobile
channels, or even help you create a custom website so you can
focus on what you do best: operating a successful business.
Grubhub works with your existing processes to make orders
efficient for your business. You can always further enhance
your sales and operational processes with order management
software (GrubCentral) and delivery management and
optimization (DeliveryHub).

“

Grubhub makes it
fast to process orders.
We can process two
orders a minute and
it saves us time when
inputting the data.”
David Singh
Owner, Atomic Wings New York City NY

There are no start-up costs for using Grubhub. Restaurants pay
a transparent flat fee for sales made through Grubhub. Get off
the sidelines and start getting new orders with online ordering.

Email moreorders@grubhub.com
Call 877-805-5081
Visit getgrubhub.com
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